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Abstract
Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells are highly efficient energy converters and provide electrical
energy, cathode exhaust gas with low oxygen content, water and heat. Recently, fuel cells have been
investigated for the use on aircraft where they have the potential of replacing the auxiliary power units (APU)
that are currently used for generating electrical power during ground operations. Auxiliary power units are a
significant source of noise and green house gases such as carbon dioxide. Using hydrogen fed PEM fuel
cells instead has the potential of significantly reducing these pollutants.
In this study a PEM fuel cell system is investigated for generation of oxygen depleted cathode exhaust air.
This gas is intended for the purpose of inerting and must have a low oxygen concentration. A nonlinear
simulation model comprising the fuel cell stack, water condenser and water separators has been developed
to determine operating schemes for an efficient system operation. Moreover, a spatially distributed stationary
condenser model is computationally intense and therefore not adequate for fast dynamic simulations. A
computationally little demanding stationary condenser model, that is based on the effectiveness NTU
method, has been derived and is compared to the spatially distributed condenser model. The operating
scheme derived is implemented in a Matlab/Simulink® dynamic model and simulation results are shown.
of the multifunctional fuel cell system (MFFCS) with ODA
gas conditioning in the cathode exhaust gas line.
Depending on stack temperature product water partly
evaporates and leaves the stack as water vapor, whereas
the remaining liquid leaves the cathode as liquid water
which is mostly separated by the upstream water
separator (Sep. 1). In a condenser the vapor is cooled
such that it condenses into liquid water, which
subsequently is separated in the downstream water
separator (Sep. 2).

1. INTRODUCTION
Besides generation of electrical energy and water,
generation of oxygen depleted cathode exhaust air (ODA)
for tank inerting [1] is another central aspect of the
multifunctional use of fuel cell systems. For this purpose
the oxygen concentration in ODA gas must be close to or
less than 10% (vol.) [2]. On aircraft auxiliary power units
(APU) provide electrical power during ground operations.
However, these APUs are significant sources of
greenhouse gases such as CO2 and other pollutants such
as NOx and noise. PEM fuel cells are very efficient energy
converters and have the potential of significantly reducing
emission of these pollutants. Among other types of fuel
cells they are the most suitable for dynamic applications.
They are studied as a replacement for APUs. Recently,
PEM fuel cell systems have been studied for electrical
power supply of autonomous robots [3] or for automotive
applications [4, 5]. Operation of PEM fuel cell systems for
inerting purposes has not yet been studied in detail.
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Proper fuel cell system operation such as keeping the
polymer membrane well humidified as well as proper
supply of reactant gases and air as oxygen carrier is very
central. The fuel cell system used in this study has an
anode recirculation loop for a better utilization of hydrogen
fuel and for gas as well as membrane humidification. A
water separator is installed in the recirculation loop to
prevent anode flooding, which is more likely to occur than
cathode flooding [6] as the cathode gas flow continuously
removes water from the cathode. Fuel and air supply as
well as temperature gradient across the stack is managed
by an internal fuel cell system controller. The fuel cell
stack is connected to a controllable ohmic load that draws
a stack current as requested. Figure 1 shows a schematic
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Schematic of the fuel cell system comprising
stack, up- and downstream water separators
(Sep.1,2), condenser and connecting volumes:
inlet-, outlet- and exit manifold (im, om, em); H2
is recirculated and water is removed in an
anode water separator; stack and condenser
are cooled by separate cooling systems

The amount of oxygen delivered exceeds the amount of
oxygen required for the reaction 2H2 + O2 o 2H2O. The
oxygen excess ratio, that is termed stoichiometry (stoic), is
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a fuel cell system input parameter. Further inputs are stack
current (Istack), stack and condenser cooling inlet
temperature (Tstackin and Tcondin). The fuel cell system
model is based on the model reported of in [7] and is
augmented by the water separators, connecting volumes
and a stationary and spatially distributed condenser model,
which is implemented as a cell model. The simulation
model is briefly outlined in section Stationary Fuel Cell
System and Condenser Model. The condenser cell model
is not applicable for fast dynamic simulations. Therefore, a
condenser approximation model is derived based on the
cell model. Simulation results of both models are
compared to each other. The error introduced by the
approximation model is minor, which motivates the use of
this model for fuel cell system simulation. The overall
simulation model has been calibrated with experimental
data. Operating schemes for an efficient PEM fuel cell
system ODA-gas production are determined in section
Operation Schemes for Efficient ODA Generation. A
Matlab/Simulink® dynamic simulation model with the
condenser approximation model is presented in section
Dynamic Fuel Cell System Simulation Model and
Simulation Results. The operation scheme proposed is
applied to this dynamic simulation model.

Condensation is assumed to occur instantaneously and
water is transported out of the cathode as vapor and liquid.
Water also diffuses through the membrane to the anode.
The membrane model is given in [4, 7]. To prevent anode
flooding a water separator removes water from the
hydrogen gas flow in the anode recirculation loop, in which
a compressor recirculates hydrogen gas. When
considering the fuel cell stack outlet water mass flows, the
anode water removal for this fuel cell system type cannot
be neglected. Therefore, as proposed by [5] the anode
model has been extended by a term for anode water
removal (2) with separation efficiency Ksep,an and the
hydrogen compressor maximum mass flow Wrecirc,max with
mH2O,an being the mass of water and mH2,an the mass of
hydrogen in the anode and membrane water flow Wmem (3).
(2) W sep ,an K sep ,anW recirc ,max
(3)

The overall stationary simulation model comprises a model
of the fuel cell system that consists of the fuel cell stack,
two water separators and a water condenser in the
cathode exhaust line. Inlet air is provided by a mass flow
controller and a tank with pressurized air. A compressor
fills the tank with dry, oil-filtered and cooled air. The stack
as well as condenser cooling system is not considered in
the stationary fuel cell system model. Cooling inlet
temperatures are considered being constant.

(4) K sep,an

2.1.2.

Wmem  Wsep,an

exp k1  k 2 I stack

Stack Thermal Model

Fuel cell stack temperature Tstack is obtained by energy
conservation (5) with stack heat capacity Cst. The energy
flows are given by chemical energy provided by hydrogen
(higher heating value HHV), electrical energy delivered by
the stack and thermal energy flows of ODA-gas, liquid
water and water vapor. Anode water separation mass flow
Wsep,an is taken into account as well. Energy conservation
(5) is obtained using stack cooling inlet temperature
Tstackin, cooling mass flow Wcool, feed air mass flow Wim
from inlet manifold with temperature Tim, ODA mass flow
Woda and Wodacell = Woda /ncells as the ODA mass flow per
cell, liquid Wca,l and vapor mass flow Wca,v leaving the
stack. The specific heat capacities are ccool, cair, coda, cl, cv
and h0 being the enthalpy of evaporation of water. The
number of cells in the fuel cell stack is ncells.

Fuel Cell System Model

The fuel cell system model comprises the fuel cell stack, a
mass flow controller (MFC) for cathode air supply and the
anode hydrogen recirculation for better hydrogen utilization
and stack humidification. The internal fuel cell system
controller operates the mass flow controller such that it
delivers an air mass flow as specified by stoichiometry and
stack current Istack drawn. Furthermore, the internal
controller operates the cooling pump in the stack cooling
loop to set the reference temperature difference across the
fuel cell stack. Inlet air is modeled as a dry and ideal gas
consisting of 21% (vol.) oxygen and 79% (vol.) nitrogen.

2.1.1.

dt

The hydrogen recirculation pump speed increases with
stack current. The higher the hydrogen mass flow in the
recirculation line, the more water can be separated.
Furthermore, separation efficiency depends on the
separator temperature as the separator partially functions
as a condenser. An empirical approach (4) has been
chosen to describe the water separation efficiency in terms
of stack current. The anode recirculation loop water
separation efficiency can be adjusted by k1 and k2.

2. STATIONARY FUEL CELL SYSTEM AND
CONDENSER MODEL

2.1.

dmH 2O,an

m H 2O , an
m H 2O , an  m H 2, an

C st

(5)

dTst
dt

1.48 n cells  U stack I stack  Wcool c cool Tstackin  Tstack
 Wim c air Tim  T0  Woda c oda Tstack  T0
 Wca ,l cl Tstack  T0  Wca ,v h0  c v Tstack  T0

Cathode and Anode Model

 W sep ,an cl Tstack  T0

The cathode is modeled as a lumped volume with a
homogeneous temperature. Cathode temperature is
assumed to be stack temperature. The model is derived
from first principles such as mass conservation (1) for
oxygen and nitrogen [4, 7]. Gases are assumed ideal and
partial pressures are determined by the ideal gas law (1).
(1)

dm O 2
dt
dm N 2
dt

Wim ,O 2  WO 2 rct  Wca ,O 2
Wim , N 2  Wca , N 2

,

pO 2

mO 2

Tstack RO 2
Vca

pN 2

mN 2

Tstack RN 2
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2.1.3.

Outlet- and Exit Manifold Model

Compared to [7] the fuel cell system model is extended by
an exit manifold model. The cathode exhaust gas cools
down in the outlet manifold, such that the outlet manifold
temperature Tom is lower than stack temperature Tstack,
which is accounted for by a constant temperature loss
Tom = Tstack - Tom,loss. The dynamic outlet manifold model in
[7] has states for ODA and water mass residing in the
manifold. However, keeping the number of states low is
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highly favorable. Model reduction can be achieved by
approximating the water dynamics in the outlet- and exit
manifold by a static behavior. This is reasonable as it is
not measurable how much liquid water is residing in the
manifold. ODA-gas still has a temperature of 50-70°C in
the outlet manifold. So simply neglecting the vapor or
liquid water mass flows would be inaccurate. However, as
enough liquid water is carried by the gas stream, a relative
humidity of 100% can be assumed despite of the pressure
loss across the manifold. Therefore, the vapor pressure
can be considered saturation vapor pressure pvsat. Outlet
manifold vapor outlet mass flow Wom,v is determined by
water loading Xom, however, the vapor mass flow cannot
exceed the inlet mass flow of vapor and liquid from
cathode Wca,v and Wca,l. Therefore, the vapor mass flow is
taken as the minimum of inlet mass flow and maximum
possible mass flow. The remainder is liquid water Wom,l (6).
Water loading is Xom = pvsat/(pom-pvsat)*Roda /Rv with the
vapor gas constant Rv and Roda the ODA gas constant
being approximated by the gas constant of air Rair. The
flow that establishes at the outlet manifold exit is a
turbulent flow and is therefore modeled as given by (7)
with the flow constant csep1 and the pressure gradient of
outlet manifold pom and condenser inlet pressure pcond,in.
Outlet manifold pressure is obtained by pom = pvsat + pom,oda.
(6)

Wom ,v

min X omWom ,oda , Wca ,v  Wca ,l

Wom ,l

Wca ,v  Wca ,l  Wom,v

(7) W om
(8)

c sep1

dmom ,oda
dt

2.1.4.

Upstream and downstream cyclone water separators (Sep.
1, 2) are modeled equivalently. They have a low pressure
loss, such that condensation or evaporation inside the
separators can be neglected. Their separation efficiency is
Kseparator = 99% and they are implemented as static
models. Equations for the upstream separator are (10). A
water mass flow of WsepUp is removed from the gas flow.
The mass flows of liquid and vapor from the condenser
outlet enter the downstream separator, where a water
mass flow of WsepDn (11) is removed from the gas flow.
Wsep1,v

(10) W
sep1,l

1
Wom ,
1  X om

pom ,oda

mom ,oda
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Compressor Power Model

For generation of the feed air mass flow the compressor
consumes electrical power. Here, the power needed for
compressing air [4] from ambient pressure pamb to inlet
manifold pressure pim is determined by thermodynamic
equation (12). The feed air mass flow is obtained by stack
current and stoichiometry. The compressor efficiency is
assumed to be Kcpr = 70% [9] and the compressor motor
efficiency is assumed to be Kcprmotor = 97%.

Tom Roda
Vom

1

(12) Pcpr

2.1.6.

1

Kcprmotor K cpr

N 1
·
§
¸
¨ § pim · N
¸¸  1¸Wair
c p,airTamb ¨ ¨¨
p
¸
¨ © amb ¹
¹
©

System Efficiency

Chemical power provided by hydrogen (13) as chemical
energy over time is determined by the higher heating value
(HHV), which translates into a virtual cell voltage of 1.48V.
(13) Pchem

Water
loading
in %
0.5
0.8
1.5
2.7
4.9

I stack  1.48V  ncells

The fuel cell system does not power the air compressor.
However, power being consumed for air compression is
significant and therefore needs to be taken into account for
system efficiency consideration. The power consumed by
the multifunctional fuel cell system is approximated by the
sum of chemical power provided by hydrogen and the
power needed for generating mass flow of compressed air
(12). Power consumption of cooling pumps, valves, fans
etc. is neglected as their power demand is low compared
to the compressor power. To generate a specific ODA
mass flow, stack current has to be drawn. The stack
voltage settles depending on stack current and
stoichiometry. Electrical power Pstack = Istack Ustack is
generated and consumed by the electrical load. It is
favorable to exhibit a high system efficiency and hence to
convert as much chemical energy into electrical energy as
possible to save costly fuel. Efficiency is gained as the
ratio of electrical stack power and sum of chemical and
compressor power supplied to the fuel cell system (14).

The flow establishing at exit manifold outlet Wem is
turbulent and is modeled according to (7) with flow
constant cem and pressure difference of exit manifold and
ambient (pem – pamb). Fluid flow into the exit manifold is
modeled as turbulent assuming that vapor mass flow is
small compared to ODA mass flow through the
downstream separator. So, ODA mass flow Wsep2,oda into
the exit manifold is gained by (9) with constant csep2 and
pressure difference of condenser outlet pcond,out and pem.
c sep 2

Wsep 2,v

2.1.5.

TAB 1. Pressure ratio and water loading for different
manifold temperatures leading to vapor saturation
pressure pvsat for 100% saturation; p is 101325Pa

(9) W sep 2,oda

1  K separator  Wom,l

K separator  Wom,l

WsepDn

The same applies for the exit manifold. Here, not enough
liquid water might be present to guarantee a fully saturated
flow. Outlet temperature during operation is less than 40°C
due to cooling in the condenser. The vapor pressure of a
fully saturated ODA flow is less than 7% as shown in table
1, therefore, the error introduced is minor. The vapor mass
flow for fully saturated flow is less than 5% of the ODA
mass flow. The vapor saturation pressure is calculated as
in [7, 8]. Exit manifold pressure is close to ambient
pressure, which is assumed as p=101325 Pa.
Temp.
in °C

Wom,v

WsepUp

(11) W
sep 2 ,l

p om  p cond ,in

Wca ,oda 

Water Separator Model

(14) K system

p cond ,out  p em
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2.1.7.

Voltage Model

p1

W0
Th

Stack voltage Ustack = ncells Ucell is the sum of all ncells cell
voltages. Cell voltage is modeled as Ucell = Urev –Kact –K:
(15) with the reversible cell voltage Urev, activation loss Kact
[10] and ohmic loss K: [11]. The membrane thickness is
given by dm and the active surface area by Asfc.
Parameters ]1,…]4 and b1,…b3 have been identified.
(15) U rev 1.229  0.85 10 3 Tstack  298.15  4.3 10 5 Tstack ln pp  12 ln pp
K act

] 1  ] 2Tstack  ] 3Tstack ln pO 2 e 498 / T

stack

d
m
b1O b2
m
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e

§ 1
1 ·
¸
b3 ¨¨

¸
© 303 Tstack ¹ I stack
A
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0

0

stack voltage (normalized) [%]

2.2.

(18)

80

.
Qi

Wcool
Tc,i
Tc,i+1

.
Qn

Wn
Th,n Thout
Thout = Th,n
pcond,out = pn

Wcool

Wcool

Tc,n

Tc

1
Wi
1 Xi

p vsat Th ,i
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pi  p vsat Th ,i

Mass and energy conservation across one cell lead to
equations (20) and (21) with Wl,i, Wv,I and Woda being the
mass flow of liquid, vapor and ODA-gas, respectively.

500

Example polarization curve [7] for high and low
stoic and stack cooling inlet temperature 58°C

(20)

Condenser Model
(21)

0 Woda ,i  Woda ,i 1
Wl ,i 1

Wv ,i  Wl ,i  Wv ,i 1

0 Woda ,i codaTh ,i  Wv ,i h0  cvTh ,i  Wl ,i clTh ,i
 Woda ,i 1codaTh ,i1  Wv ,i 1 h0  cvTh ,i1
 W c T  Q
l ,i 1 l h ,i 1

i

The cooling outlet temperature Tcout is obtained by the
temperature Tc,1 of cooling cell 1 as Tcout = Tc,1. At the ODA
side, vapor and liquid mass flow at the inlet are prescribed
by the upstream water separator. The outlet temperature
Thout is taken as temperature Th,n of cell n as Thout = Th,n.
Condenser inlet pressure is taken as the pressure in cell 1
pcond,in = p1 and condenser outlet pressure is taken as
pressure in cell n pcond,out = pn. Tc,i, Th,i and pi are the
unknowns leading to a total count of 3x number of
condenser-cells. Fuel cell system and condenser model
unknowns are solved for by a Newton-Raphson Algorithm.

Condenser Cell Model

The condenser is modeled as schematically shown in
figure 3 with length 1 and n identical cells. For simulation
n = 50 is set. The overall heat transfer coefficient UA is
assumed constant throughout the whole condenser.
Condenser fouling and heat transfer reduction resulting
from water condensation is being neglected. Cell heat
transfer coefficient is determined by dividing UA by the
number of cells as ua=UA/n. Mass and energy
conservation is applied to each of the cells. The heat
transferred from condenser ODA side to cooling side is
driven by the temperature difference of mean ODA cell Th,i
and mean cooling cell temperature Tc,i as follows (16).
(16) Q i

Wcool
Tc,2

Th,i

Xi
Wi
1 Xi

75

Two stationary counter-flow condenser models are
compared in the following. For dynamic simulation of the
fuel cell system a fast condenser simulation model is
desirable. The condenser cell model proposed first,
however, is not applicable for such simulations as it takes
too long to solve. Based on the cell model an
approximation model is derived. It is solved much faster
and is applicable for dynamic fuel cell system simulations.

2.2.1.

Woda ,i

(19) X i
400

Th,i-1

pn

Wi

Condenser cell model: mass and energy
balance for each cell: ODA side (top cells) and
cooling side (bottom cells)

W v ,i

85
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300
stack current [A]

Th,2
.
Q2

pi

across two adjacent cells. ODA mass flow and vapor mass
flow of cell i are governed by (18) with water loading Xi
(19) obtained using cell temperature Th,i. A fully saturated
flow is assumed to leave each cell.

exp: stoic low, Tstackin=58°C
exp: stoic high, Tstackin=58°C

100

Wi-1

On the ODA side a compressible and turbulent fluid flow is
assumed. The mass flow leaving a cell is given as
Wi k * pi  pi 1 by coefficient k* and pressure difference

90

70
0

W2

On the cooling side a constant and incompressible mass
flow Wcool is applied. The energy balance of the cooling
side is given by (17).

/ 5.08  10 6  ] 4Tstack ln I stack

100

FIG 2.

Wcool
Tc,1

FIG 3.

An exemplary polarization curve [7] is shown in figure 2.
For increasing stack currents stack voltage decreases.
Moreover, stack voltage can be increased for constant
stack current when stoichiometry is increased, which leads
to an increase in oxygen partial pressure in the fuel cell
stack cathode leading to reduced voltage losses.
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Q1

pcond,in = p1
Tcout = Tc,1

Tcout

p2

W1

2.2.2.

Condenser Approximation Model

In the following a differential and stationary model of a
counter flow condenser as shown in figure 4 is used to
derive an approximation model. The model is based on the
effectiveness-NTU method [12]. NTU is the number of
transfer units, which is an important parameter in heat
exchanger modeling. Heat transfer coefficient of a
differential element is U. The model assumes that ODAgas enters and leaves the condenser with a saturation of
100% and is fully saturated inside the condenser. ODAgas, vapor and liquid have the same temperature.

1
§1
·
ua¨ Th ,i  Th ,i 1  Tc ,i  Tc ,i 1 ¸
2
©2
¹

(17) 0 Wcool ccTc,i 1  Wcool ccTc,i  Q i

4
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as the arithmetic mean of ODA in- and outlet temperature
Th,mean = 1/2 (Thout + Th). This leads to differential equation
(32) on the ODA side of the condenser.

cooling side
(cold)

(31) wX | wX

wT

wX
(32) ¨ h0Woda
¨
©

and

Q ( z ) Udz 12 Th ( z )  Th ( z  dz )  12 Tc ( z )  Tc ( z  dz )
Q ( z ) Udz Th ( z )  Tc ( z )

(33) Thout

The energy balance across a cooling cell is given by (24)
and transforms into (25) when applying a Taylor series
expansion and neglecting higher order terms.
wTc
wz

Cc

wTc
wz

U (Th ( z )  Tc ( z ))

(35) H

Water loading of fully saturated ODA is modeled as (27)
and using the temperature of ODA Th(z).

H

pvsat (Th ( z )) Roda
pc  pvsat (Th ( z )) Rv

0 Woda coda Th ( z )  Wv ( z ) h0  cv Th ( z )  Wl ( z )cl Th ( z )
 Woda coda Th ( z  dz )  Wv ( z  dz ) h0  cvTh ( z  dz )
 Wl ( z  dz )cl Th ( z  dz )  Udz Th ( z )  Tc ( z )

(29)

Exploiting differentiation of Wv ( z ) X ( z )Woda with respect to
z leads to wWv ( z )

wX ( z )
Woda . The water mass balance
wz
across one cell leads to wWl ( z )  wWv ( z ) . Considering that
wz
wz

Th  H Th  Tc

1  exp  NTU 1  C *
for C * z 1 and
1  C * exp  NTU 1  C *
NTU for C * 1
1  NTU

f Thout ,k

Th  H k

C min,k
C h,k

Th  Tc

dThout

Function value f and its derivative with respect to
temperature Thout have been determined and plotted over
Thout in figure 5. Calculations were done for typical values
of pressure, ODA mass flow and temperature occurring
during fuel cell system operation. Values are mean
pressure pc = 1.0 and 1.3bar, ODA mass flow of
Wodacell = 0.03, 0.07, 0.20 and 0.27g/s/cell, inlet
temperature Th = 40 and 65°C and cooling temperature
Tc = 5 and 20°C. As shown in figure 5 the fixed-point
iteration convergence condition is satisfied. The derivative
with respect to Thout is greater than 0 and less than 1.

(29) is dominated by the enthalpy of evaporation h0,
equation (29) can further be reduced. The derivative of
water loading with respect to z is obtained by (30).
wX (Th ( z ))
wz

Th  H  C min / C h  Th  Tc

The fixed-point iteration (36) converges for df Thout  1 .

wz

wX ( z )
wz

U Th ( z )  Tc ( z )

The outlet temperature is used to calculate the mass flow
of vapor Wv,out = X(Thout)Woda and liquid leaving the
condenser Wl,out = Wl,in+Wv,in-Wv,out with the water loading
calculated at outlet temperature Thout. According to (21) an
energy balance about the ODA side of the condenser
delivers the heat flow transferred to the cooling side.
According to (17) this heat flow is taken to obtain the
cooling outlet temperature Tcout.

wTh
wWv
dz  h0
dz  Udz Th ( z )  Tc ( z )
wz
wz
wT
wWv
·
§
 cv ¨Wv ( z ) h dz 
Th ( z )dz ¸
wz
wz
¹
©
Woda coda

wT
wWl
·
§
 cl ¨Wl ( z ) h dz 
Th ( z )dz ¸
wz
wz
¹
©

(30)

f Thout

(36) Thout ,k 1

Applying a Taylor series expansion and neglecting higher
order terms reduces (28) further leading to (29).
0

wTh
wz

As the actual ODA outlet temperature Thout is used to
compute wX / wT at the mean temperature as well as Ch, it
is obvious that Thout is given by an implicit equation (33). A
fixed-point iteration (36) is used to solve this equation.
Iteration starts with cooling inlet temperature Thout,0 = Tc as
initial guess for ODA side outlet temperature.

The energy balance at the ODA side is as follows (28).
(28)

Ch

2

Effectiveness H is calculated using the equation for a
counter-flow heat exchanger (35) based on the
effectiveness NTU method [12] with Cmin min Ch , Cc ,
C max max C h , Cc , C * C min / C max and NTU UA / Cmin .

1
pcond ,in  pcond ,out
2

(27) X ( z )

Th , mean

(34) Thout Th  H  C h / C h  Th  Tc

The mass flow of ODA is assumed constant. The
condenser pressure is modeled as a constant mean
pressure pc governed by the arithmetic mean of condenser
inlet and outlet pressure (26).
(26) pc

Roda
pc  p (Th , mean ) Rv
sat
v

The heat capacity flow Cc of the coolant is much higher
than Ch. Hence, the minimum heat capacity flow could be
approximated as Cmin=min(Cc,Ch)=Ch (34). Nevertheless,
condenser ODA outlet temperature is determined by (33).

(24) 0 Wcool c c Tc ( z  dz )  Wcool c c Tc ( z )  Q ( z )
(25) Wcool c c

pc



Model equations of the cooling side and equations of the
ODA side are similar to model equations of a counter-flow
heat exchanger with incompressible mass flows.
Therefore, the effectiveness NTU method [12] is applied.
Condenser outflow temperature is governed as (33).

Modeling heat transferred from ODA side to cooling side
as (22) and neglecting higher order terms leads to (23).
(22)
(23)

Th , mean

· wT
¸ h
wT Th , mean ¸¹ wz

§

z+dz

Condenser differential model: mass
energy balance for a differential element

wT

dpvsat
dT

wX (Th ) wTh ( z )
wTh
wz

Derivative of water loading with respect to temperature is
approximated as the derivative at mean ODA temperature
Th,mean in the condenser (31). Mean temperature is gained

5

df/dT hout = d(Th-ε *Cmin/Ch*(Th-Tc))/dThout
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After 4-5 steps the fixed-point iteration has reached the
solution. The iteration’s speed of convergence can be
increased by relaxing the original fixed-point iteration
Thout,k+1 = f(Thout,k) by a constant function r to
Thout,k+1 = g(Thout,k) = rThout,k+(1-r)f(Thout,k). The constant
has been chosen as r = -0.5 to lower the absolute value of
the derivative of g(Thout) with respect to Thout. As shown in
figure 6 the relaxed fixed-point iteration takes 2 steps until
the solution has been reached.
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Approximation Model Implementation

15

For fast fuel cell system simulations and for the purpose of
dynamic simulations the condenser cell model has been
replaced by the condenser approximation model.
Implementation in the simulation model is presented in the
following paragraph.
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Speed of convergence for fixed-point iteration
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2.3.1.

Approximation Model Mass Flows

Equations for the ODA and vapor mass flows through the
separator-condenser-separator unit are obtained in the
following. The mass flow through the entire unit is modeled
to depend on the pressure difference (pom – pem) of outlet
end exit manifold. The vapor mass flow through the
upstream water separator is governed by the water loading
Xom in the outlet manifold leading to (37).

Condenser Model Comparison and
Approximation Model Implementation

The fuel cell system model containing the condenser cell
model was simulated for stack currents of 100, 200, 300
and 400A, stoichiometry of 1.7 and 2.0, condenser cooling
temperatures of 5, 10 and 20°C and heat transfer
coefficient UA=400W/K. Stack cooling is less problematic
for high temperature gradients, so the stack is cooled with
inlet temperature of 58°C to gain a high temperature
gradient. Model parameters such as for polarization curve
and mass flows have been determined as reported in [7].
Comparing the condenser approximation model to the cell
model was done by taking the fuel cell system simulation
model condenser inlet parameters such as ODA, vapor
and liquid mass flows as well as ODA and cooling inlet
temperature and prescribing them to the condenser
approximation model. Subsequently, ODA-gas outlet
temperature and heat flow transferred from hot to cooling
side were computed with the condenser approximation
model. A comparison of the model results is shown in
figure 7. The heat flow approximation error edQ is obtained
as the ratio edQ = (dQcond,cell - dQcond,approx.)/dQcond,cell with
the heat flow dQcond,cell calculated by the cell model and
heat flow dQcond,approx determined by the approximation
model. Error in approximating the ODA outlet temperature
as well as error in the heat flow transferred is little.
Motivated by the small error on outlet temperature and
heat flow transferred, the condenser approximation model
is used for the simulation model presented in the following.

2
2
2
(37) 1  X om Woda c sep1 p om  p cond ,in

The total mass flow through the downstream condenser is
approximated as a pure ODA mass flow (9) as most of the
vapor has condensed. Equation (9) leads to (38).
2
2
(38) Woda c sep 2 p cond ,out  p em

Vapor condenses as it travels through the condenser. This
leads to an increase of the flow resistance. Further, the
flow through the condenser can be considered turbulent.
To account for the turbulent flow that also depends on the
mass flow of water carried, the mass flow through the
condenser is modeled as an ODA and vapor mass flow.
As the vapor mass flow is assumed not to change across
the upstream water separator, the condenser inlet vapor
mass flow is modeled as the vapor mass flow
Wom,v=XomWoda leaving the outlet manifold and entering the
upstream water separator. Therefore, the ODA mass flow
through the condenser is obtained by (39).
2
2
(39) 1  X OM Woda

ccond pcond ,in  pcond , out
2

Mass flow of ODA-gas through the entire unit is governed
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zero will establish in the cathode exhaust gas. So, the
choice of oxygen excess ratio determines the stationary
oxygen concentration in ODA-gas. Stationary volumetric
O2 concentration of ODA-gas (46) can also be obtained as
the ratio of molar flows (47) of oxygen and nitrogen leaving
the fuel cell stack with NO2out = ncells /(4F) (O-1)Istack and
NN2out = 0.79/0.21 ncells /(4F)OIstack. Equation (47) is solved
for O to determine the static stoichiometry input required to
gain the reference ODA oxygen concentration cO2,ref (48).

by equations (37), (38) and (39) as follows.
(40)

p om  p em

Woda

1  X om

c sep1

2.3.2.

2

2



1  X om

c cond

2

2



1

c sep 2

2

Approximation Model Temperatures

The condenser outlet temperature Thout is calculated with
the mean pressure (26) and the approximation condenser
model with relaxation for faster convergence of the
solution. Vapor and liquid mass flow at condenser inlet are
prescribed as Wcond,v,in=Wom,v and Wcond,l,in=Wsep1,l. Vapor
outlet mass flow Wcond,v,out is determined through the
condenser outlet water loading assuming a fully saturated
flow at mean pressure and at temperature Thout. Liquid
water mass flow Wcond,l,out at the outlet is determined
through a stationary condenser water balance. Stationary
energy balances of ODA (41) and cooling side (42) lead to
the cooling outlet temperature Tcout. The model iteration is
set to four steps to gain a fast and close solution.
(41)

(47) cO 2

hout

(49) I stack Woda ,ref

4F
n cells O  1 M O 2  O 0.79 / 0.21 M N 2

An important parameter is the amount of water carried by
ODA-gas. The ratio of water mass flow to dry ODA mass
flow is termed ODA water loading and has units of g/kg. In
the fuel cell system model water loading is gained as the
ratio of the sum of vapor Wem,v and liquid Wem,l mass flow
to dry ODA mass flow Wem,oda in the exit manifold (50).

cond

(42) 0 Wcool ccool Tc  Tcout  Q cond

3. OPERATION SCHEMES FOR EFFICIENT ODA
GENERATION

(50) X oda ,em

The fuel cell system consisting of the fuel cell stack, water
separation unit und cooling systems shall be operated to
deliver oxygen depleted air being conditioned with respect
to water loading and oxygen content. To save costly fuel
an efficient generation of ODA-gas is favorable.

3.1.

Wem,v  Wem,l / Wem,oda u 1000

Stationary Simulation Model

The condenser model of the stationary fuel cell system
simulation model utilized in the following is implemented
as the approximation model based on the effectivenessNTU method. The condenser is considered to exhibit high
cooling, which is modeled by a high heat transfer
coefficient. ODA outlet temperature then is close to the
condenser cooling inlet temperature. Therefore, in contrast
to simulations shown in figure 7, a value of UA=600W/K is
taken for the condenser model of the stationary fuel cell
system simulation model. The fuel cell system was
simulated for stack currents, stack cooling inlet
temperature, stoichiometry and condenser cooling
temperature as given in Section Condenser Model
Comparison. Simulation results are shown in figure 8.

A reference ODA mass flow can be obtained by different
combinations of stoichiometry and stack current as is
obvious by a stationary mass flow balance about the stack
cathode. Feed air mass flow Wair,MFC (43) is provided by
the mass flow controller (MFC). The oxygen mass flow
consumed WO2,react by the chemical reaction (44) reduces
the feed air mass flow and leads to the ODA mass flow
Woda (45). Volumetric ODA oxygen content cO2 is the ratio
of oxygen partial pressure to the sum of oxygen and
nitrogen partial pressure (1) in the cathode (46).
I stack
0.79
·
§
ncells O ¨ M O 2 
M N2 ¸
4F
0.21
¹
©

condenser temperature (ODA) [°C]

(43) Wair ,MFC

cO 2,ref 1  0.79 / 0.21  1

Besides correctly conditioning ODA, the reference mass
flow Woda,ref has to be provided. ODA mass flow depends
on stack current Istack and cathode stoichiometry O.
Assuming constant stoichiometry, e.g. O=1.72, and solving
equation (45) for stack current Istack, a relation of reference
ODA mass flow to stack current is derived as follows.

 Woda c oda Thout  Wcond ,v ,out h0  c v Thout
W
cT
 Q
l

O 1
O 1  0.79 / 0.21  1

c O 2, ref  1

(48) O

0 Woda c oda Th  Wcond ,v ,in h0  c v Th  Wcond ,l ,in c l Th

cond ,l , out

N O 2 out
N O 2 out  N N 2 out

I stack
ncells M O 2
(44) WO 2,react
4F
I stack
0.79
·
§
(45) Woda
ncells ¨ O  1 M O 2  O
M N2 ¸
4F
0.21
¹
©
pO 2
(46) cO 2
pO 2  p N 2

For inerting the ODA flow must have an oxygen content of
close to 10%. Generally, oxygen content of the cathode
exhaust gas could be brought to zero, if the oxygen
excess ratio of the feed air was 1. However, this would
cause oxygen starvation in the cathode and could severely
damage the fuel cell stack [13]. If the oxygen excess ratio
is greater than 1, then not all oxygen is consumed by the
chemical reaction and an oxygen content of greater than

FIG 8.
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Condenser Operation: ODA Water Loading
ODA oxygen content [%]

3.2.

To investigate water loading of oxygen depleted air at
different condenser cooling temperatures, the stationary
fuel cell system has been simulated for condenser inlet
temperatures Tcondin= 5, 7.5…20°C, ODA cell mass flows
Wodacell = 0.07, 0.13 and 0.20g/s/cell and stoichiometries of
O = 1.5, 1.7 and 2.0. Stack current Istack was determined by
equation (49). Simulation results are shown in figure 9.
25

stoic=1.72

1.6

1.7

1.8
1.9
stoichiometry

2

2.1

Stationary oxygen content of oxygen depleted
air plotted over cathode stoichiometry; a 10%
O2-content is obtained for stoichiometry 1.72
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FIG 11.

Water loading rises with increasing condenser cooling
temperature. This is plausible as for lower temperature
more water vapor condenses into liquid, which is removed
by the down-stream water separator, subsequently. At
constant cooling temperature and for different ODA mass
flows water loading only changes slightly. The influence of
stoichiometry on water loading for constant ODA mass
flow is weak and is due to the influence of stoichiometry on
stack temperature. To achieve a very low water loading,
the condenser would have to be cooled at its minimum
cooling inlet temperature of 5°C. For less restrictive
limitations on ODA water loading, the condenser inlet
cooling temperature can be increased. Using this type of
condenser a water loading of 15g/kg is gained at a
condenser inlet cooling temperature of 20°C. For inerting it
is desired to have low water loading. To remove most of
the water carried, the condenser is cooled with 5°C.

3.3.
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The fuel cell system model has been simulated for a
condenser inlet cooling temperature of Tcondin = 5°C and
stoichiometry of 1.5 - 2.1. Stack currents were determined
by (49) to generate ODA cell mass flows of 0.07, 0.13 and
0.20g/s/cell. Results are shown in figures 10, 11 and 12.
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current less than 100A is not desirable as it could lead to
flooding and therefore, stack power losses or even stack
damage [13]. On the other hand, stack currents above
400A are not desirable in order to have a functioning stack
inlet gas and membrane humidification. Poor stack
humidification can lead to stack power losses and even
stack damage [13]. The aforementioned stack current
constraints are typical for this fuel cell stack. However,
similar constraints can be applied to other fuel cell stacks.
Further, the range for stoichiometry is constrained by a
minimum and maximum limit to prevent oxygen starvation
that is very likely to occur at low stoichiometry and high
cathode pressures that occur for high stoichiometry.

As outlined previously, the system parameter
stoichiometry affects the stationary ODA-gas oxygen
content. Figure 10 depicts the stationary ODA-gas oxygen
content plotted against stoichiometry. When the fuel cell
system is operated at stoichiometry 1.72, an ODA oxygen
content of close to 10% is gained. As shown in figure 11
the stack current required for a constant ODA mass flow
decreases with increasing stoichiometry, which is plausible
as more air is fed to the fuel cell stack for increasing
stoichiometry. For the operation of the fuel cell system,
however, not the entire range of stack currents shown in
figure 11 is applicable. For this fuel cell stack, a stack

For operation of the fuel cell system it is desirable to
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static water condenser in the cathode exhaust, two water
separators, and the exit manifold model. The outlet
manifold model has been modeled similarly to the exit
manifold model with stationary water dynamics. Model
equations are given in section Stationary Fuel Cell System
and Condenser Model. The condenser in the cathode
exhaust line is modeled by the condenser approximation
model with relaxation for faster convergence.

operate at high efficiency to save fuel and to most
effectively convert chemical energy into electrical energy.
Fuel cell system efficiency (14) at each operating point has
been determined through a simulation study, in which the
fuel cell system was simulated at stoichiometry of 1.5 to
2.1 and stack currents as given by equation (49) to deliver
dry ODA cell mass flows of 0.07, 0.13 and 0.20g/s/cell.
Figure 12 shows the results. For a constant ODA mass
flow, an increase in stoichiometry leads to an increase in
stack efficiency. High absolute system efficiency, though,
is obtained for low ODA mass flows. This effect is due to
the stack current being drawn. As shown in figure 11, to
generate low ODA mass flows, low stack currents are
drawn. Low stack currents result in a high stack voltage.
This is obvious when considering a stack polarization
curve such as the exemplary one [7] shown in figure 2.
The higher the stack voltage, the lower are the voltage
losses and thus the more chemical energy is converted
into electrical energy. So, the stack efficiency increases
with decreasing stack currents. Further stoichiometryincrease is not desirable and would lead to reduction of
system efficiency as the compressor power consumption
increases significantly. For generation of oxygen depleted
cathode exhaust gas, high system efficiency could be
achieved by operating the fuel cell system at a high
stoichiometry. Contrarily, ODA oxygen content rises with
rising stoichiometry. Hence, to satisfy the operational
constraints of keeping a 10% oxygen-content, cathode
stoichiometry may not exceed an upper limit of 1.72. For
lower stoichiometry the fuel cell system would operate less
efficient.

4.1.

Condenser Model Implementation

For ODA and vapor mass flow through the condenser and
the water separators equations (37), (38), (39) and (40)
are utilized. The condenser outlet temperature Thout is
calculated with the mean pressure (26) and the
approximation condenser model with relaxation for faster
convergence of the solution. Vapor and liquid water outlet
mass flows are obtained according to energy balance (41)
and (42). However, a first order time system (51) with time
constant Tcond for condenser ODA outlet temperature has
been introduced to allow for condenser dynamic thermal
behavior on the one hand and to prevent numerical
problems on the other hand. Tcond was set small to mimic
stationary behavior and to prevent numerical problems.
(51) Thout , PT 1 ( s )

Stationary energy balances of ODA (52) and cooling side
(53) using Thout,PT1 lead to cooling outlet temperature Tcout.
The model iteration number is set to four steps.

4. DYNAMIC FUEL CELL SYSTEM SIMULATION
MODEL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

(52)

0 Woda c oda Th  Wcond ,v ,in h0  c v Th  Wcond ,l ,in c l Th
 Woda c oda Thout , PT 1  Wcond ,v ,out h0  c v Thout , PT 1
W
cT
 Q
cond ,l , out

A schematic of the entire fuel cell system consisting of the
fuel cell stack, the double-loop stack cooling system with
intercooler, cooler and bypass leg, cathode exhaust gas
water condenser and water separators is shown in figure
13. A dynamic simulation model of the entire system has
been built in Matlab/Simulink®. The stack cooling system
modeled is described in [7]. A model of the intercooler has
been derived based on the effectiveness NTU method.
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Simulation Results

The dynamic simulation model parameters for stack
voltage and mass flows have been identified as reported in
[7]. The condenser is assumed to have nice cooling
behavior. A heat transfer coefficient of UA=600W/K as
shown previously is assumed. The model is run in
Matlab/Simulink®. The stack cooling inlet temperature is
set to be controlled for 58°C and the condenser cooling
inlet temperature is set to 5°C to lead to a high cooling
effect for a high level of condensation in order to gain low
ODA water loading. The stack current slope is limited to
+/- 100 A/s. Aim is to efficiently operate the fuel cell
system such that a certain ODA mass flow at an oxygen
concentration of 10% is obtained. As discussed previously,
fuel cell system efficiency would decrease when
decreasing the fuel cell system stoichiometry and would
increase when increasing the oxygen excess ratio. For the
purpose of generating ODA conditioned with respect to
oxygen content, the fuel cell system is most efficiently
operated at a high stoichiometry that does not exceed the
stoichiometry leading to the desired ODA oxygen content.
A reference profile Woda,ref = ncells x Wodacell,ref for ODA cell
mass flows of Wodacell,ref = 0.07, 0.13 and 0.20g/s/cell as
shown in figure 14 and a reference oxygen content of
cO2,ref = 10% was applied to the feedforward controller
derived from equations (48) and (49) with Istack and O being
applied as inputs to the fuel cell system. The fuel cell

Tc

Tcout

l

(53) 0 Wcool ccool Tc  Tcout  Q cond

Tcondin

.
Qcooler

FIG 13.

Sep.
(1) Th

1
Thout ( s )
Tcond s  1

Water

Air, Cathode ODA

Entire fuel cell system: fuel cell stack, stack
cooling system and condenser with separators

The nonlinear intercooler model is valid over the entire
operating range of the fuel cell system. Furthermore, the
nonlinear intercooler model is used for cooling controller
design. A linear controller with nonlinear feedforward
control actuates the cooling valve in the outer cooling loop
to control for the stack cooling inlet temperature Tstackin in
the inner cooling loop. The fuel cell system model of [7]
has been extended by an anode water separator model, a
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ODA cell mass flow [g/s/cell] stack current [A]

system is assumed to be perfectly tight and the mass flow
controller for providing the feed air mass flow is supposed
to work perfectly. Diffusion of nitrogen and oxygen through
the membrane is assumed not to happen and the chemical
reaction is assumed to be ideal. As shown by the
simulation results in figure 14, ODA mass flow establishes
fast and steady state O2 concentration matches the
reference value. However, during increasing stack current
steps the oxygen content decreases as oxygen in the
cathode must be replenished. For decreasing steps
oxygen concentration increases as more oxygen than
needed temporarily resides in the cathode.
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5. CONCLUSION
A multifunctional fuel cell system is modeled and studied
for inerting. Oxygen depleted cathode exhaust gas (ODA)
can be used as an inert-gas due to its low oxygen content.
However, ODA-gas needs to exhibit a low water loading in
order to be used for inerting purposes. Depending on the
choice of stack current and stoichiometry the ODA mass
flow and ODA oxygen concentration can be achieved.
Furthermore, water loading of ODA can be influenced by
the condenser cooling temperature. However, as the
amount of fuel is limited, operating the stack efficiently is
highly favorable. Two opposing effects can be observed.
Decreasing the cathode stoichiometry leads to the positive
effect of decreasing ODA oxygen content, however, also
leads to the negative effect of decreasing the stack
efficiency. Increasing the stoichiometry leads to an
increase in cathode pressure and therefore an increase in
fuel cell stack efficiency, however, leads to an increase in
ODA oxygen concentration. A stationary simulation model
of the fuel cell system, water separators and water
condenser is presented to analyze these effects.
Moreover, a stationary condenser approximation model is
derived from the stationary condenser cell model to allow
for fast dynamic simulations. Based on the analysis an
operating scheme for efficient fuel cell system operation is
determined. This scheme is applied to a dynamic
simulation model of the multifunctional fuel cell system.
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